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Going Home for the Holidays? 
Look for Signs Older Family Members May Need Help 

 

For many Americans, the holiday season is one of the few times each year they can spend time 

with their parents and other older relatives. That makes it an ideal time to find out if older loved 

ones need assistance in any areas of their lives, such as personal care, home maintenance, 

physical problems, finances and transportation. 

 

Some changes, such as appearance, reflexes and physical or mental health, may be obvious. 

Others may require looking into the refrigerator, financial records and other aspects of the older 

person’s life. Keep in mind that issues may be connected, such as when physical limitations or 

lack of transportation make it difficult to shop, cook, clean or visit friends. 

 

You may be able to work with your family member during your visit to make changes in their 

home to avoid falls, arrange for a doctor’s appointment, consider transportation options, check 

that insurance and financial matters are up to date and be sure they are eating well and are able 

to take care of their homes.  

 

Resources are available to meet these and other needs and enable older adults to stay in their 

homes. 

 

 The AgeOptions website, www.ageoptions.org, lists services and programs to assist 

older adults in suburban Cook County. 

 

 If you are not sure how to help an older adult, or if you suspect insurance or financial 

issues, call AgeOptions at (708)383-0258. Information and assistance specialists can 

help older adults and their families determine their needs and gain access to services,  

http://www.ageoptions.org/
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 benefits and resources. They will also refer seniors and caregivers to agencies in their 

communities that provide the services they need. 

 

 If your loved one does not live in suburban Cook County, AgeOptions will refer you to an 

agency near their home. You may also go to www.n4a.org to find aging resources in  

their area, or Eldercare Locator, a service of the U.S. Administration on Aging, at 

http://eldercare.gov or (800)677-1116. 

 

Warning Signs 

 
The Department of Health and Human Services’ Eldercare Locator has a list of 10 Warning 

Signs Your Older Family Member May Need Help.  

 

 

Checklist of signs an older person may need assistance 
 

When visiting older relatives and friends, whether during the holidays or at any other time, look 

for these signs of physical and emotional changes: 

 

 Changes in functional abilities, including walking and taking care of themselves 

 Personality changes, such as depression or withdrawal 

 Changes in eating habits, such as weight loss, lack of interest in food or difficulty preparing 

meals because of physical limitations 

 Neglecting personal hygiene, resulting in wearing dirty clothes, body odor, bad breath, 

neglected nails and teeth, sores on the skin 

 Physical problems such as injury marks resulting from general weakness, forgetfulness or 

misuse of alcohol or medications 

http://www.n4a.org/
http://eldercare.gov/
http://www.eldercare.gov/Eldercare.NET/Public/Resources/Factsheets/Ten_Warning_Signs.aspx
http://www.eldercare.gov/Eldercare.NET/Public/Resources/Factsheets/Ten_Warning_Signs.aspx
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 Signs of social isolation because of death or illness of friends or relatives and inability to get 

out to be with people  

 Decreasing or stopping participation in activities that were important, such as social groups, 

dining with friends or attending religious services 

 Changes in relationship patterns to the point that friends and neighbors have expressed 

concern 

 Neglecting the home so it is not as clean and sanitary as in the past; old food in the 

refrigerator 

 Forgetfulness resulting in unopened mail, unpaid bills, not filling prescriptions or taking 

medications as prescribed, missing appointments 

 

Discuss these insurance and financial issues: 

 Mishandling finances, such as not paying bills or paying them more than once; losing, hiding 

or giving away money or other valuables 

 Making unusual purchases such as large numbers of magazine subscriptions or increased 

purchasing from television advertisements 

 Financial problems that result in not paying bills, not filling prescriptions or taking 

medications as prescribed, not eating properly, not socializing, not using heat or air 

conditioning 

 Check to be sure your loved one’s Medicare plan covers the medications he or she takes, 

and whether the plan is affordable. Coverage changes annually. This year you can change 

plans through December 7. 

 Check for signs of health care fraud by reviewing Medicare Summary Notices sent four 

times a year and Explanations of Benefits (EOB) sent by insurance plans that list services 

billed in the person’s name. Look for: 

 Accuracy of the date and information listed for each claim 
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 Services or supplies that the person did not receive 

 Services or supplies not ordered by the person’s doctor(s) 

 Services or supplies that seem unnecessary or irrelevant to the person’s condition 

 Billing for the same thing multiple times 

 Any other billing errors or claims that don’t seem correct 

 If something seems wrong, contact the provider (doctor, hospital, etc.) that billed for 

the claim first. If there is still a problem or if you have questions about billing 

statements or EOBs, or if you suspect fraud, call AgeOptions at (708)383-0258 or go 

to the Illinois Senior Medicare Patrol (SMP) page. 

http://www.ageoptions.org/whatwedo/smp.cfm

